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In recent years,with the rapid development of  Internet,the multimedia 
information is booming. All this information is mostly images. In the face of the 
immensity of information, people are eager to acquire information needed rapidly and 
efficiently. Effective recognizing, management and searching all these images have 
been an emergent problem. 
Most of the present image retrieval systems only concern the key word of the 
image description, neglecting another important element of image- the content of 
image. Content-Based Image Retrieval(CBIR)has been one of most active researches 
in multimedia technology and many research institutes have made great progress in 
this field. Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) means retrieving images based on 
the image content description features directly. The present research on CBIR focuses 
on the similarity-matching of lower-features, such as color, texture and shape. 
Within Content-Based Image Retrieval, the color, being important vision 
information of image, has been used broadly. Color is basal element of image content  
and is one of the main sensing features for recognizing images. Color histogram is 
used widely for retrieving images, and the processing mostly concerns the choice and 
quantization of color space, the definition of color histogram and the distance of two 
points in color histogram space. 
In this dissertation, the exploratory research work has been done around the 
low-level feature extraction, which include color, shape,spatial features and so on. The 
main contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows: 
1. Several key techniques and algorithms of CBIR are deeply analyzed and 
discussed, such as, color space, the low-level feature descriptions 
including color, shape, and texture, the similarity measure between the 
features and the evaluation methods of image retrieval algorithms. 
2. This paper proposes a new method combining color and spatial feature  















histogram of dominant colors. The image’s H- ,S- ,V- component are used to attain 
the image’s spatial information. Experiments indicate that the synergy resulting 
from the combination of color and spatial is superior than using just color and 
spatial. 
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目前，有关 CBIR 的研究主要集中在三个方面:特征提取(Feature 














































用检索机制主要包括:关键词查询(query by keyword)、草图查询(query 
bysketching) 、例子查询 (query by exmaple) 、类别浏览 (browsing by 
categories)、图像特征和权值选取(feature selection and weighting)及相关
反馈(rlelvance feedback)等。 
在上述 CBIR 系统的三个主要研究内容中，特征提取(包括相似性度量)是
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